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Abstract - Random routing protocols in sensor networks forward
packets to randomly selected neighbors. These packets are agents
carrying information about events, or queries seeking such
information. We derive the probability of a packet visiting a
given node in a given step as well as the rendezvous probability of
agents and queries within a specific number of hops at a given
node(s) in a 2-D grid-based sensor network. The utility of the
model is demonstrated by determining the protocol parameters
to optimize performance of rumor routing protocol under
different constraints, e.g., to evaluate the number of queries and
agents to maximize the probability of rendezvous for a given
amount of energy. Monte Carlo simulations are used to validate
the model. The closed form exact solution presented, unlike
existing models relying on asymptotic behavior, is applicable to
small and medium-scale networks as well. An upper bound is
provided for the case where the packet is not sent back to its
immediate forwarding node. Simulation results indicate that the
model is a good approximation even for sparse arrays with 75 %
of the nodes. The model can be used to set parameters and
optimize performance of several classes of random routing
protocols.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are expected to connect a
large number of smart sensor and actuator devices, self
organize, sense events, exchange data over wireless medium,
make collaborative decisions to monitor phenomena, and even
interact with the environment. Routing protocols for WSNs
can be broadly classified into two categories. First category
relies on some type of structural or location information. A
structure may be imposed via an initial self-organization
phase, e.g., by forming a cluster tree [4] or assigning logical
coordinates [7]. Geographical location information may be
obtained during deployment, or via a localization scheme. The
second category of routing protocols does not rely on
geographical or a logical coordinate system for routing, rather
they use random routing strategies such as random walks or
gossiping [2],[5],[6],[8],[9],[10],[16].
As random routing does not guarantee the delivery or
discovery of information of interest, one has to rely on models
to tune the protocol parameters and to obtain required level of
reliability and power efficiency. Reliability here refers to the
probability of an event agent and a query meeting. Rumor
routing algorithm [6], for example, uses multiple agents and
multiple queries in order to achieve higher reliability. A
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formal model is necessary to select parameters such as the
number of queries, number of agents, and Time-To-Live
(TTL), i.e., the maximum number of hops a packet can
traverse, for different scenarios to meet the performance goals.
With rumor routing, the length of agent packet increases with
each hop and directly affects the energy/cost. Therefore a
more accurate and flexible model for energy evaluation is
required when tuning these parameters. We develop a model
that can be used to determine such parameters under different
conditions on grid based sensor networks.
There has been many research-works on modeling random
routing protocols. The Brownian motion based model in [14]
provides asymptotic results for source-only search, sourcereceiver “sticky” search, and spatially-periodic caching in a
rectangular grid, whereas our model provides an exact
solution for these cases using a much simpler model. A
random walk based routing algorithm is proposed in [18],
which also evaluates the probability of a packet moving
between two nodes in a rectangular grid. However this model
over-estimates the probability by neglecting certain path
combinations and joint probability. A three-way handshake
random walk based protocol is proposed in [1] for unstructured systems for one shot queries. Though no
mathematical model is presented, they have studied the
performance in a realistic system which is useful in assessing
how much theoretical results deviate from the actual results
due to real environmental issues that are difficult to model
mathematically. Similarly, [11] and [15] propose random walk
based routing algorithms for WSNs. The algorithm in [15]
achieves load balancing in WSNs but no method is presented
to tune the parameters for different scenarios. The data
gathering problem of the networks with static nodes and a
mobile patrol node is addressed in [11], providing analytical
bounds for coverage in an unconstrained random walk.
Moreover, [3] considers dynamic environments with failure
recovery mechanisms and gives an upper bound for the time
required to cover only a constant fraction of the network
(partial cover time). The analytical model proposed in [12]
evaluates the performance in terms of the mean system data
gathering delay and the induced spatial distribution of energy
consumption. An analysis of
impact of the requisite
knowledge on the routing efficiency in periodic lattice
network of finite square cells is provided in [13]. Even though
these and other publications address performance analysis for
particular network scenarios, none of them proposes a generalpurpose and flexible method of tuning the parameters to

optimize performance for different topologies in order to
improve the WSN lifetime.
In this paper we propose a method of evaluating exact
probability of a packet visiting a node within given number of
hops in random routing using a much simpler model. Using
this result we find the probability of a packet visiting a node
within a given number of hops. We then derive the probability
of an agent meeting a query within a given number of hops.
In Section II, we introduce the analytical model, and then in
Section III we present simulation results. Finally Section IV
provides conclusions.
II. ANALYTICAL MODEL
An exact model for the propagation of queries and agents is
presented in this section. In the rectangular topology as shown
in Fig. 1, every node has four equidistance neighbors in its
communication range. A packet is routed in a random manner
with a set maximum hop count. The network boundary is not
considered below, yet can be accommodated easily. Two cases
are analyzed. In Case (1), each node forwards the packet to
one of its four neighbors with an equal probability. In Case (2)
a node sends to its neighbors except the sender with equal
probability. If not mentioned specifically, Case (1) is the
default case.
th

A. Probability of a packet visiting (I,J) in the H hop
Without loss of generality, consider a packet originating from
(0,0). Let PH ( I , J ) be the probability that it reaches (I,J) in the
N
Hth hop (Fig. 1),
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The following analysis uses PH ( I , J ) , and for Case 1 it is
given by (2) and for Case 2 we use the bound of (3).

Figure 1: Rectangular grid.
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Now we can obtain the following bound for this case.
i =0

Case (1): As minimum number of hops required is I+J (=K),
H-K additional hops are left assuming that H>K. For the
packet to end up at (I,J), H-K must be even. Let the number of
movements in east (E), west (W), north (N) and south (S)
directions be e, w, n and s respectively, with e+w+ n+s=H. To
reach (I,J), the packet needs to move I net units to east and J
net units to north, thus e-w = I, and n-s=J. So the total
numbers of movements in E, W, N and S directions are I+i, i,
J+j, and j respectively. i and j are the additional hops taken in
E, W, N and S directions in order to get to node (I, J) in H
hops.
Using multinomial distribution [19], PH ( I , J ) is given by
PH ( I , J )
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Case (2): We derive an upper bound for PH ( I , J ) .
In this case, except for the initial step, the probability of
selecting a particular next hop is 1/3. A path consists of an Htuple, with each element in {E,W,N,S}. In this pattern, there
are H-1 adjacent pairs. Since a packet is not forwarded to the
node it came from, none of those pairs can be movements in
(N,S) , (S,N) , (E,W) or (W,E). Let the number of movements
in N,S,E and W be n,s,e and w; then the probability of
occurrence of N,S,E,W are n/H,s/H, e/H and w/H respectively.
Therefore the probability of getting (N,S) or (S,N) illegal
patterns is 2(ns/H2), while the probability of getting (E,W) or
(W,E) is 2(we/H2). Here the probability of having illegal pairs
in one pattern is over-estimated due to assumption that all the
pairs are considered independent and equally probable. Since
the number of movements n=J+j, s=j, e=I+i and w=I, the
probability of a path valid for Case 1, having illegal pairs for
Case 2 is bounded by,
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B. Probability of a packet visiting (I, J) within H hops
QH ( I , J ) : Probability of a packet visiting (I,J) within H hops
ph ( I , J ) : Probability of a packet visiting (I,J) for the first
time in the hth hop. Then,
PH ( I , J )

=
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where, Ph (0,0) is the probability of a packet revisiting itself
within h hops, which can be obtained from
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The probability of a packet reaching (I,J) within H hops, is
given by
H
(4)
Q H (I , J ) =
ph (I , J )

∑

h=K

In order to find Q H ( I , J ) we need to find p h ( I , J ) ∀h
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As can be seen, Equation (5) is a recursive formula, with the
initial condition,
p K ( I , J ) = P0 ( 0 , 0 ) p K ( I , J ) = PK ( I , J )

Therefore Equation (4) can be evaluated.
C. Probability of an agent meeting a query
When a node detects an event it will send one or more agents
with a set TTL informing other nodes about the event. If any
other node is interested in the event and if it is not aware of the
event initially, it will send a query. Schemes such as rumor
routing send more than one agent or query, thereby intending
to improve performance. The probability of an agent meeting
query is zero when the sum of maximum hop counts of the
two is smaller than the Manhattan distance between the event
and query nodes.
Fig. 3 shows the coordinate relationship with respect to event
and query, with the rendezvous point having coordinates (I,J)
and (I’J’) with respect to origin of query and event
respectively.

Therefore, P [Agent NOT meeting query anywhere within hq
hops]
M H e , hq ( I , J )

∏ (1 − Q
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Therefore, P [Agent meeting query anywhere for the first
time within hq hops]
R H e ,hq ( I , J )

= 1 − M H e ,hq ( I , J )

Also P [Agent meeting query anywhere for the first time at
th
= RH e ,hq ( I , J ) − RH e ,hq −1 ( I , J )
(7)
hq hop]
Let the probability of at least one of N packets originating at
(0,0) visiting (I,J) in h hops be Q (N ) ( I , J ) . Since each packet
h

is independent and identical,
(8)
Q h ( N ) ( I , J ) = 1 − (1 − Q h ( I , J )) N
Advantage of (7) is, we need not to assume the agent path is
already setup because we can vary the agent TTL as well after
(N )
finding Qh ( I , J ) using (8) for given number of queries and
agents. Thus the rendezvous probability of any of the Ne
agents and any of the Nq queries is given by
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III.

)
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SIMULATION RESULTS

We now verify the model using Monte Carlo simulation,
performed using MATLAB 7.5 for a rectangular grid of 2500
nodes. For illustration purposes we use agent and query TTL
values Hq and He as 30 and 170 respectively.

Figure 3: Coordinate relationship for event, query and their meeting point.

Subscript ‘e’ denotes event agent and ‘q’ denotes query.
Then,
: Event (Query) location
Ie , J e ( I q , J q )
He ( Hq )
: Time to live of agent (query)
: Instantaneous hop count 0 to H e ( H q )
he ( hq)
Without loss of generality let the query origin be (0,0).
We define
M he , hq ( I , J ) as the probability of the agent NOT meeting
query within he and hq at node (I, J)
Since in the rumor routing protocol [6], an agent generated
travels until its TTL expires, we are interested in he = H e
The query continues till it meets the event or TTL expires, i.e.,
hq ≤ H q . Since spreading of agent and query are independent,
P [Agent NOT meeting query within in hq hops at I,J ]
=
1 − Q H e ( I , J )Q hq ( I ′, J ′)
A query not meeting an agent at node ( I1 , J 1 ) is independent of
the query not meeting agent at ( I 2 , J 2 ) within hq hops.

A. Model Verification
The query generating node is assumed to be at the origin.
Due to symmetry, we present results only for (+I,+J)
Case 1: Exact Q H ( I , J )
Fig. 4 shows the probability of a packet originating from
(0,0) to visiting node (I,J) with respect to different (I,J). The
analytical results are exaclty the same as the results from the
Mote Carlo model of Random Routing in rectangular grid.

Figure 4: Variation of

QH ( I , J )

with respect to node location.

Case 2: Upper bound for Q H ( I , J )
Equations (3) and (4) were evaluated under the same
network specification. Exact PH ( I , J ) and QH (I , J ) for the
case where packet is not passed to the immediate node that it
came from were evaluated using a Monte Carlo simulation, to
evaluate the tightness of upperbound of (4).
Q H ( I , J ) vs J is presented in Fig. 5 for I=0, similar
tightness has been observed in the bound for other
combinations of I,J as well.

conditions, e.g., for a given reliability, for fixed total energy,
or for a given delay bound. In the following, we illustrate how
to obtain the optimal number of agents and queries with fixed
energy budget.

Figure 7:Variation of Reliability with Query TTL when number of queries and
agents changes.

The total energy consumption is the sum of energy used for
agents and energy used for queries. In this analysis we keep
the total energy for all agents fixed.
Figure 5: Variation of

Q H ( I , J ) evaluated using the equation and Monte
Carlo simulation in I=0 plane.

Next we consider sparse networks with probability of a node
being present at a grid point being 90%, 80% and 50%.
Probability of a packet visiting (I,J) within H hops is shown
in Fig. 6. As can be seen, probabilities for 90% and 80%
denisities are almost the same as that for 100% nodes
availability case. Additional simulation results indicate that
probability QH ( I , J ) is more or less the same as 100% node
available grid, if the availability of nodes is more than 75%,
thus making it possible to apply the model for such arrays as
well. In sparse arrays some nodes may have all neighbors
while some nodes have less. In fact, the model may be used to
evaluate a broader class of networks. For example, a network
in which nodes go to sleep mode periodically is similar to a
sparse-array.

Figure 6: Variation of Q H ( I , J ) on I=0 plane when 100%, 90%, 80% and
50% of nodes are present.

B. Applications of the model:
Main importance of the proposed model is its utility to set
parameters to achieve optimum performance under required

⎛ TTL ⎞
⎟ N e = Εα × H e
⎟
⎝ Ne ⎠

Energy of the agents = Εα × ⎜⎜

where Εα is the energy consumption per packet.
Fig. 7 illustrates the variation of probability of an agent
meeting a query within a given number of query hops. When
total agent cost remains fixed, the performance degrades as the
number of agents increases. This is due to the fact that for one
rumor, the variance of the probability of it visiting nodes in the
area of interest is lower than that when N e agents are sent,
each with TTL 1 / N e thus utilizing the same power. Thus we
can conclude that under fixed agent energy, the best
performance is given by a single agent.
We also investigated the impact of query packet length on
the optimal number of agents and queries. In many routing
algorithms such as rumor routing [6], the length of the packet
increases as the query/agent moves on. In such applications
the energy used increases exponentially with TTL. Whereas
in many other algorithms, a node keeps information only of its
neighbors, and therefore the packet length and energy is fixed.
Thus we evaluated these two cases.
With the first case, as the agent propagates the packet length
of agent/query remains the same. Since energy spent on agents
is fixed, to hold the total energy per event constant, the query
energy also should be fixed. Given that the query packet
length is a constant, for example, if Nq=1 uses 30 hops, using
the same energy for Nq =2 case a query can go only15 hops,
and similarly for Nq =3 case for 10 hops. As shown above Ne
=1 gives the highest reliability, so let Ne=1. From Fig. 7, the
reliability for (Nq =1, Ne =1)|hq=30, (Nq =2, Ne=1)|hq=15 and
(Nq =3, Ne =1)|hq=10 are the same, i.e. 0.4. This holds for all
the hq values as well. So it can be concluded that for a given
energy allocation for queries, the reliability that can be
achieved is independent of Nq.

The second case is where the agent packet length keeps
growing as it propagates from node to node. For example, let
us consider initial packet length of 5 words, and at each hop
one word will be added to the packet. And let the energy per
word be Ew. So the total energy is the sum of an arithmatic
seris with difference H q . Therefore,
Energy for queries

⎛H
= E w × ⎜⎜ q 10 + H q
⎝ 2

(

⎞
⎟Ne
⎟
⎠

)

Fig. 8 illustrates the variation of the reliability with number
of queries under different total energy values (for query and
agent). For this example, the performance is optimum when
the number of queries is 4, and the number of agents is 1,
given that agent TTL is 170, and expecting the agent to meet a
query within 30 hops.

Figure 8: Variation of reliability as number of queries changes under different
fixed energy value.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We derived the exact probabilities of a packet, using random
routing on a rectangular grid, visiting a node of interest within
given number of hops, and the agents meeting queries. The
equations derived facilitate the evaluation of many other
useful probabilities for the network such as the probability of a
query failing to find an informed node, the probability with
which a node should generate the query to achieve a given
service requirement, and the probability of a node locating an
event without a-priori event information. Since all these
probabilities are given as a function of network parameters,
model can be used to select parameters for optimum
performance, and to observe the performance as these
parameters vary. For example we have shown how to achieve
the optimal point for fixed energy. Similar model can be used
to evaluate the performance in terms of delay, reliability, etc.
Finally, we have shown that the model results hold even for
sparse networks of more than 75% node available. The model
thus could be expected to hold for networks where the
sleep/wakeup schedules of neighbors overlap significantly as
well.
Main advantages of the model are its simplicity and
adaptability. Further research is needed to handle weighted
random routing schemes where the probability of next hop

depends on other information. We have extended the model
for triangular, hexagonal and 3-D grids.
Extending the
analysis to evaluate the probability of networks using
geographical coordinates or logical coordinates is also of
interest.
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